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ABSTRACT 

A plasma antenna is a radio type of antenna currently development in which plasma is used instead of metal 

antenna. A plasma antenna can used both transmission and receiving. Ionized gas plasma antenna used for turn 

ON and OFF and used for stealth and resistance to electronic war fare.  

Plasma antenna are placed inside lower frequency and higher frequency ionized gas plasma antenna can be co- 

located and ionized gas plasma antenna array can be stacked. It reduces the co- site interference. 

The main advantage of plasma antenna is to be manifest and disappear or turn off in few of microsecond means. 

It’s mean that when antenna is not to need, it can turn off and leave behind gas and fill in column and some 

effect on electromagnetic field of tube. It’s concept also applicable for Plastic tubes and Optical fiber. The 

design and  development of plasma antenna help to reduce the power requirement for ionized the gas at 

different densities of plasma antenna.  

 

I INTRODUCTION  

Plasma is the Greek word which means ‘Diffuse’. Plasma is considered the fourth state of matter, identified by 

Sir William Crookes in 1879.Plasma state is similar to the gaseous state and yet is different because gases are 

electrically neutral but plasma contain both positive and negative charges, Gases cannot conduct electricity but 

plasma can.  Plasma can generate magnetic field and carry the electric current.  

 

II UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF PLASMA ANTENNA 

In plasma antenna when gas energized process can manipulate in resistance when it is turn off or demonized it 

has infinite resistance and is not interact with radio frequency radiation. for reducing the noise plasma antenna 

increase accuracy by sophisticated computer signal processing using metal antenna. It reduce radar cross section 

provide due to the non metallic antenna plasma antenna can transmit and receive the signal from the same 

numerical aperture provided by the frequency. Single dynamic antenna structure can used by TDM so that many 

RF system can share one antenna .it can explain mathematically by selecting the gas and change ion density that 

plasma antenna  

 

III TECHNOLOGICAL CONCEPT IMPORTANT TO PLASMA ANTENNA 

 

3.1 Power 

Power increased in plasma antenna is high  rather than  metal antenna because of ohmic losses.plasma antenna 

have higher range of power rather than metal antenna.In this phenomenon plasma do not melt and provide fire 
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resistance and high heat. For achieve higher aperture in directivity can enhance ballistic missiles at X and S 

band and target discrimination. 

 

3.2 Higher Efficiency and Gain  

Due to low ohmic losses in plasma antenna radiation efficiency is high.by adjusting the plasma density with 

phase conjugate matching, standing wave efficiency is high and approximately improve 20dB antenna 

efficiency improve. 

 

3.3 Reconfiguration and Multi Functioning 

Due to control variation in space of plasma density, the plasma antenna can be reconfigured on the fly. Plasma 

density work as plasma blanket around the plasma antenna and creating a window for main lobe transmission 

and closing the window at receiving end. The window effort on directivity and gain of plasma antenna element 

are less than the metal antenna in an array. If closing the plasma window it removes the back lobe and side lobe 

and reduces the clutter and jamming. 

 

3.4 Perfect Reflector 

At high density plasma antenna work as loss less perfect reflector.  

 

3.5 Lower Noise 

Due to its charge carriers it has lower collision rate than metal antenna and low noise. 

 

3.6 Enhanced Bandwidth 

Plasma antenna density can be control by the LASER or use of electrode.it has greater bandwidth and the metal 

antenna of the same geometry and its improve discrimination by the enhance bandwidth.  

 

3.7 EMI/ECI 

Plasma antenna eliminates or diminishes electromagnetic signal in the turn off mode and producing 

stealth.plasma antenna have electron density invarious plasma antenna adjusted so that operate in close 

approximately and it is invisible to other antenna. 

 

IV ADVANTAGES 

The main advantage of plasma antenna is to be manifest and disappear or turn off in few of microsecond means. 

It’s mean that when antenna is not to need, it can turn off and leave behind gas and fill in column and some 

effect on electromagnetic field of tube. It’s concept also applicable for Plastic tubes and Optical fiber. The 

design of plasma antenna help to reduce the power requirement for ionized the gas at different densities of 

plasma antenna.  

Another advantage is that when it’s ionized, it work at high frequency communication when use at lower end of 

radio spectrum and it’s near to field at microwave frequency. It’s achieving long distance communication with 

the use of ionosphere for every night amateur radio operator. This technology used for built completely novel 

antenna array and lobe steering mechanism as well as control the radiation pattern. 
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V LIMITATION 

1. Its very costly and complex in manufacturing. 

2. It can be turn off and appear in few of milliseconds. 

3. It is not used in wide range area of frequency. 

4. It can neither work at high frequency nor penetrate walls i.e. Wi-Fi. 

 

VI APPLICATION 

The type of plasma antenna is constructed using a hollow glass column which is filled with an inert gas. Its can 

ionized by the strong RF field at the base of column and can be formed by strong electric field or magnetic field. 

The yellow light used for street light is the better example of plasma rather than the fluorescent tube use in 

home. 

When its energized the plasma antenna is exhibits same characteristics of metal whip antenna of the mounted 

type car. Metal whip consider for plasma from few millimeter to several kilometer long anywhere. Its use in 

telecommunication, radar and military application. It’s difficult to detect by radar when particular plasma 

element is not ionized and does not harmful for nearest antenna. In high frequency communication low 

probability of detection occur and high frequency common division multiple access have low probability (LPD) 

occur. 

 

VII CONCLUSION 

External television aerials highly renovate by military antennas. If the antenna made by the metal can be major 

in size and establish in place. Metal structure cannot easily moved when limit use of antenna array design. It can 

stop the problem when antenna locate restrict area in any place.for future scope in plasma antenna technology 

problem is to iron out can be resolved in few years. 
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